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“

Open Education policies are written or
unwritten guidelines, regulations and
strategies which seek to foster the
development and implementation of Open
Educational Practices, including the
creation and use of Open Educational
Resources. Through such policies,
governments, institutions and other
organisations allocate resources and
orchestrate activities in order to increase
access to educational opportunity, as well
as promote educational quality, efficiency
and innovation of education.
Atenas, Havemann, Neumann & Stefanelli, 2020
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OE policy infrastructure
Institutional policy
priorities
1

National educational
strategic priorities
Are the dominant elements in
regards with policy priorities in
a country, which is affected by
a series of socioeconomic
elements.

Supra-national and
international
recommendations and
declarations
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Are the local policy priorities
of sector actors which is
affected by national and
international socioeconomic
issues and agendas

Recommendations on OE OER policy development
arising from Supranational
Organisations (UNESCO, EU,
COL) and international civil
society (OE global, OKFN,
Creative Commons, SPARC)
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State of the art
● OE policies are still thin on the ground at national and
institutional levels
● OE policies, where existing, tend to be OER-focused
● OEP include practices that relate to and support OER but also a wider range of practices, less discussed or
well understood
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The drivers of OE policies
One of the most important aims
for in OE policy is to catalyse a
cultural and organisational
change while in the case of
institutional OE policies these
need to be be driven by social
justice, social inclusion, equity
and diversity, and student
support (Stagg & Bossu; 2016;
Orr, Neumann & Muuß-Merholz,
2017; Campbell, 2020; Atenas,
Havemann, Neumann &
Stefanelli, 2020)

The adoption of a co-creation
approach can empower educational
communities, thus Universities should
then draw and develop policies that
connects different areas of knowledge,
and in turn create opportunities for
recognition and progression for those
who participate in the co-creation
process.
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Types of OE policies
Policies with a strong focus in the
development of skills for the labour
market that include OE/OER within
their strategies.
.

Labour
Market

Policies relating to
general ICT for learning
with some OE component

Open Access, Science
or Data policies with
an OE/OER
component.

Dedicated
OE Policies

Policies focusing
speciﬁcally on
opening up
education through
OER and OEP

OGP
Commitments

Education
Policies

Open
Policies

ICT
Policies

Policies derived from
National Open
Government Action Plans
with some OE
component

Policies with a strong focus
in the development of skills
for the labour market that
include OE/OER within their
strategies.

Types of policies
Dedicated OE / OER policies

ICT policies with an OE / OER
component

Policies focusing speciﬁcally on
opening up education through
OER and OEP

Policies relating to general ICT for
learning with some OE component

OGP derived policies
Policies derived from National
Open Government Action Plans
with some OE component

Open policies with an OE/OER
component
Open Access, Science or Data policies
with an OE/OER component.

Education policies with an OE / OER
component
Policies relating to general ICT for
learning with some OE component

Labour market policies
Policies with a strong focus in the
development of skills for the labour
market that include OE/OER within
their strategies.
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Distribution of OE policies
MOST COMMON

DIGITAL
EDUCATION
POLICIES

Open
Textbook
policies

OER
Policies

FROM PRIORITIES
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derived
policies
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Distribution of OE POL II
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Structural elements of OE policies

It is key that OE policies work in concert
with education sector voices calling for
fair use of copyright material, in
addition to promoting the adoption of
open licensing of publicly funded
educational materials.

Policy
Coherence

Innovati
o

n

Copyright

It is important that institutions and governments
ensure coherence amongst Open Science, Open
Access, Open Government policies and
commitments and ensure cohesion between OE
policies and educational strategies.

According to Cronin (2017) OEP can support
innovative approaches for teaching and learning
and can widen participation in education, not just by
facilitating access to content, but creating
communities of open practice.

Atenas & Havemann. (2021) - OE policy elements
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CULTURE
OF
OPENNESS

It is important that OE policies
consider models for reward and
recognition for educators who
have integrated aspects of OEP
into their teaching.

OE is about human rights
and access to learning,
fostering a culture of
developing knowledge,
promoting understanding
across cultures, democratic
values, transparency, equity,
and social participation.
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OEP can stimulate the supply and
demand for high-quality OER which are
essential for modernising and
democratising education by making
publicly available materials funded by
public funds.
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Key OE policy elements
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OE can be transformative at
academic level, as when a critical
mass of impactful activities are
visible, a long lasting cultural change
can occur within the institutions
involved.
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For UNESCO (2012), accreditation
mechanisms should be adopted to
recognise the learning acquired
through open courses and OER while
recognising by creating adequate
mechanisms to assess learners’
competences.

OE is a vehicle for inclusion, therefore,
OE policies need to ensure that OERs
and platforms prioritise an inclusive
and accessible design to ensure
these directly beneﬁt and impact,
following the article 24 of the
Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities.

Ethical - technical elements
AI regulation

Performance
tracking

Right to privacy

Platform
governance
Data governance
& protection

Ethical learning
analytics
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Key elements of OE policies
Open
Infrastructures
Policies should be in
place to guide the process
of assessment,
selection, procurement,
adoption or design of
the technologies to be
used in OE.

Data Governance
Privacy is crucial for the
protection of human
dignity and constitutes
one of the fundamental
bases of democratic
societies, thus it is a core
component of OE and
OER production.
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Elements for Co-creation
In policymaking can be
understood as an equitable and
non hierarchical process where
every participating stakeholder has
not just a voice but a task, as
co-creation also includes
co-ownership.

Co
lla

Is the process in which
policy has the input of
the community which
has become a strategic
partner, using a variety
of participatory arenas.

Engagement
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a
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ng

Is deﬁned as a process for
creating a systematic link
between benchmarking and
learning activities to identify good
practices through comparative
learning using a wide range of
diverse indicators.
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Roadmap for co-creation
Identify the key
issues you are
facing

Map the policies
you want to review
1

Draft, review, rewrite and
re-review your policy

3

2

Encourage the
participation of
underrepresented
groups

5

4

Open co-creation
tables to co-create
or update a policy

6

Share your policy
with the OE
community
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Open Education Policy Canvas
Co-Creation Process: Describe key
proposed stages/events of your
co-creation process.

Context:

What are the relevant
social/cultural issues at play in the
policy environment

Policy opportunities: Who is

needed to implement the policy? What
kinds of support are needed?

Policy aims:

Which are the key aims of your OE policy?

Policy design partners: Who
needs to be involved in the policy
co-creation process?

Implementation: Who is needed to
implement the policy? What kinds of
support are needed?

Stakeholders: Who will beneﬁt from
the policy? Who will be affected by the
policy?

Policy challenges
What challenges or barriers does your
policy face?

Risks: What could derail your policy?
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Thanks!
You can ﬁnd us at:
@leohavemann leo.havemann@open.ac.uk
@jatenas j.atenas@uos.ac.uk
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